[TED|Talk]
 To passionately present knowledge with
the intent to inspire your audience

REQUIREMENTS
 Structure your speech effectively, with a
clear introduction, body, and conclusion
and smooth transitions between ideas.
(Outline to be turned in.)
 Memorize the first and last sentence of
the speech: start and end with clarity and
conviction! (Written out on outline.)

TIME REQUIREMENT:
 3 ½ min.
minimum
 6 ½ min.
maximum

NOTECARD ALLOWANCE:

3

 Use effective body movement, eye
contact, hand control, poise, clarity, and
appropriate volume of voice.
 Make your topic relevant and interesting
to your audience. Show them why it
matters for THEIR lives and why THEY
should care, not simply why it is
important to you and why you care!
 Incorporate at least one relevant
visual/multimedia element (video clip,
audio clip, picture, PowerPoint,
demonstration, prop, etc.) to engage
your audience and help illustrate your
ideas.
*Note: pre-recorded video/audio does
not count toward total length of
speech.
 Convey your knowledge/expertise on
and/or experience with the topic through
both content and poise/ charisma.

Name: _____________________
TED TALK SPEECH GRADING RUBRIC
PURPOSE/WORD CHOICE


SPEAKER’S STANCE & GESTURES

You clearly made your topic and purpose
relevant and interesting to your audience
by using appropriate word choices and few
grammatical errors.
____/10 PTS.

INTRODUCTION/CONCLUSION






You looked comfortable, using your
hands, body and facial expressions
naturally and effectively without
distractions.
____/20 PTS.

EYE CONTACT

You had a strong attention-getter
(memorized) and made the topic of the
speech clear to the audience.
Your speech concluded inspirationally.
(Last line memorized.)




You maintained eye contact with the
entire audience.
You did not rely too heavily on your
notecards or use PPT slides as note
cards.

____/20 PTS.

BODY & TRANSITIONS - CONTENT



____/10 PTS.

VOCAL RATE/PAUSES/VOLUME

Organizational pattern and transitions
made speech easy to follow.
You made the topic relevant to the
audience through the content and
explanations you included.






Voice was loud enough to hear clearly.
You spoke at a moderate rate.
You did not pause or use added
interjections (ah, um, like, you know).
You used appropriate vocal inflection.

____/25 PTS.

VISUAL/MULTIMEDIA ELEMENT


____/10 PTS.

OVERALL CHARISMA

You incorporated at least one relevant
visual/multimedia element to effectively
engage your audience and illustrate your
ideas.




You were engaging and kept the
audience interested.
You conveyed confidence, passion, and
knowledge about your topic.

____/10 PTS.

TIME REQUIREMENT


USE OF CLASS TIME

Your speech was at least 3 ½ minutes and
no longer than 6 ½ minutes.
Time: ________

____/25 PTS.


____/5 PTS.

You used your class work time
effectively and stayed on task.
____/15 PTS.

TOTAL

____/150 PTS.

